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Abstract

We have developed a new computer-based tool to
address the sensitivity to tnsient radiation of nuclear
diagnostic links used to study inertial confinement fusion It
takes into account the vulnerability of individual parts and
the global structure of the link.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Laser MegaJoule (LMJ) project is a major
component of the French simulation program to study
nuclear ignition by inertial confinement. 10 meters

The laser system includes all components required to
generate, propagate and focus the laser pulse on a cryogenic Fig. I Schematic view of the LMJ target room: the meter
target. It uses a set of 240 beams at a wavelength of 0.35 gm diameter target chamber and a wall at 16.5 meters from the center
providing 1.8 MJ energy pulse (peak power 500 TW). This of the chamber.
new facility will provide an energy 60 times greater than the
largest lasers presently available (Phebus, Nova, Omega). B. Radiative environment

This facility, dedicated to plasma physics experiments,

will require a large amount of characterization systems. Due The radiative environment of the target room presents
to the new domain of investigation, many diagnostic links specifically time and fluence characteristics.
will have to be developed in order to acquire

complementary knowledge in this domain. The DT fusion reaction produces up to 10" 14 MeV
Therefore, an analysis needs to be done at the time of the neutrons and 16.6 MeV y radiation. This neutron emission

feasibility study of diagnostics extrapolated from present and the prompt y radiation associated, delivered in a very
systems used on large laser facilities. With this analysis, we short time (-I 00 ps), induce very large dose rates never
will be able to identify the blocking points in the definition obtained with the previous laser facilities (5. 10'' rad(Si)/s
of the diagnostic links. Then, from technologies knowledge, due to neutrons and 3 1 00 rad(Si)/s due to y, at a distance
we can orientate the choices among different solutions at of meters from the target).
system level. The high fluxes and dose rates with a very short time

An analysis methodology was proposed [1], and a constant impose new constraints on the diagnostics high
computer based tool has been defined. This paper presents bandwidth and high dynamic.
the most recent developments of this new CAD tool. We
first describe LMJ context, and then the analysis
methodology developed to address the vulnerability of C. Structure of a diagnostic link
diagnostic links.

A diagnostic link is composed of individual functions
involving different systems and technologies

11. LMJ CONTEXT - a particle detector,

- a shaping function, eventually with amplification or
A. Description of the target room attenuation,

- a high bandwidth transmission line,
In the target room (fig. I), we find the IO meter diameter - a digitizing stage, with storage,

target chamber under vacuum, constituting a first - a remote PC controUsynchronization and supervision
confinement area. A second confinement area, made of system.
concrete ad placed at 16.5 meters from the center of the
chamber, allows to protect the laser diagnogics-
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The diversity of electronic and optoelectronic These onsiderations duce a onstraint on the time
technologies in such a system and the different degrees of sequence of the different parts of the diagnostic link or a
complexity of the functions, required to achieve the resort to shield of the sensitive equipernents if there is
specifications of the diagnostic link, ifluence the incompatibflity with the required prformances.
vulnerability du-eshold of the various functions. For cost and
performance constraints ommercial off the shelf (COTS) B. Description of the CAD tool
components are mainly used in devices. A trade-off between
the performances of each system and its radiative
vu[nerability must e ound. B I Structure of the C4D tool

Therefore, each eement of the link must e placed in the The aim of Diacad (DI-Agnostics CAD) is to help design
experimental area in aordance M the functionally engineer at the time of the project feasibility study, It gives
constraints of the diagnostic link and with its own first an iformation on the dose, dose rate, neutron fluence
sensitivity/vulnerability to radiative environment and the and latch-up vulnerability of each subsystem of the
possibility of shielding against the radiation. diagnosbc link, and secondly informations on each burst

timing with regard to the signal. These analyses are useful to
optimize the design solution in ration with the constraint
of the project (cost, maintainability, signal). In development

111. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY stage, the analysis of the retained solutions will e
completed and the sub-systems will qualified under

A. Space-time analysis radiation.
This tool is based on two softwares. The particularity of

The purpose of diagnostics is to chara terize a part of the this application is that in fact one can use any kind of
radiative emission induced by the DT fusion reaction. standard SQL engine. On an other hand, the interface is
Nevertheless their design must minimize the parasitic effects organized to be used in LAN configuration (hierarchical
due to this radiative environment. access, modularity).

In the LMJ context,, the two types of radiation (y and The data are sorted in five main groups
neutrons) have different propagation rates. So an equipment - experimentation;
sees two perturbations at two different moments. - physical environment;

A transient perturbation at the time of data processing by - plasma diagnostic links;
the equipments (or just before) is to avoid. On the other - vulnerability (of the electronic optoelectronic
hand, if the perturbation occurs after the signal processing, technologies);
or sufficiently in advance so the equipment is returned to its - users.
equilibrium state, this does not -constitute a problem
anymore. B2 Purvose ofeach main gro

Therefore we must determine the event chronology The data hold in EXPERIMENTATION part of the tool
(signal/radiation) for each part of the link, for each function give the specificity of each kind of experiment. With these
or transmission line. We have to take into account the informations one is able to describe each primary particle
processing time of each function block, the propagation time burst. The time of flight, the fluence and the dose rate are
of each transmission ine, the different propagation rates of calculated for each kind of particle.
the Xy rays or neutrons and the Doppler-Fizeau extend of The part called PHYSICAL describes the building of the
the neutron pulse. The diagram on figure 2 illustrates this target room. Many environments can be detailed to iterate
problem. the analysis. With these informations the tool can calculate

the radiative environment in the oom for each pticle and
DIAGNOSTIC: Spearo X (DEMIXART) for any geographic position in the target room. To do that

we must get information on the attenuation level for each
11-d 111.0- d- NM wall of the building (shielding).
11-d (1110)

no 4 Tk-.f All the different devices used in diagnostics are hold in
d0i, 14 the PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS part. For a sub-system,

informations given are the electronic or optoelectronic
technologies used, the physical position in the room, the
type of links to other entities and the delay of data

I processing. To be exhaustive, we need to describe all parts
2W (calibration part, self-diagnostic, control-command,
,OD supply .... ).

3 W. The data hold in the VULNERABIILITY give the
a 5 10 5 2D ;5 vulnerability threshold of components for cumulated dose,

0�0" dose rate and neutron fluence. For each technology we

Fig. 2 Example of space-time analysis diagram for a generic specify two levels to characterize the family and the
diagnostic link. function of the component. Data are collected from

literature and from experimental results 3).
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All the users of the CAD tool are identified in the The constraint on this type of diagnostic is to maintain a
USERS part. We describe the function and professional bandwidth as high as possible (in accordance with the timc�
coordinates; in addition the part includes information on resolution required of 100 ps) even though the analyzer
suppliers and industrials. This part is iportant to determine must be protected against radiation.
the access hierarchy to the tool.

B. Diagnostic analysis
B3 Use of the CAD tool

The use of this tool is divided in two parts the 'Me most sensitive parts in DEMDCART are the single
collection of informations and the analysis. shot analyzers. This diagnostic adds up 15 measurement

The collection part is organized hierarchically to secure channels, so 15 analyzers, which may not be perturbed
data. Each designer can only hold data of his own diagnostic during the data processing.
link. Nevertheless, the length of the coaxial link from the

'Me analysis is also organized hierarchically, but any detector to the analyzer of a channel must be limited to
designer can give rights to identified users, as the analysis preserve the required bandwidth, so the analyzer can not be
does not alter the data (read only). placed as far as wanted from the target. Figure 3 shows the

bandwidth of a coaxial link versus its length for the most
B4 A nalysi performant cables available.

The tool calculates the radiative environment in the
target room. It takes into account the time of flight, the 20

Doppler extend, the dose and dose rate for each primary la
particle. This calculation is done for each sub-system of a 16
link. 14

The analysis is performed in two stages 12

- Technological vulnerability. The tool compares 10
the radiation level received by each sub-system with its a IN7100 RMDWDTH

in ____ - - - - - - - - - -
theoretical vulnerability threshold defined as the lower In 6
value from the vulnerability threshold of the components 4

used in the sub-system). 2

- Space-time vulnerability. It gives the timing 0a 5 10 15 2.0 25

schedule between the signal to process and the radiative Length (m)

perturbation.
Fig. 3 Bandwidth of a performant coaxial link versus its ength.
The dashed line represents the N71 00 analyzer bandwidth.

IV. APPLICATION: DEMIXART We can see that 7 meters is the maximum acceptable
length of coaxial cable in order to preserve the analyzer

A. Diagnostic description bandwidth. The detector must be placed at meters from the
target. Indeed, the analyzer may not be distant more than 5

The DIEMIXART diagnostic is studied for time resolved meters from the target, otherwise the time resolution
X spectrum measurement. required is not checked. The description of DEMIXART in

The needs in the LMJ project are Diacad is made with this position for N71 00 analyzer.
- an absolute measurement of the X conversion The tool can make the vulnerability and the space-time

ratio (with time information) on plane targets; analyses of DEMIXART in the conditions we have chosen.
- a time resolved measurement of the radiative The vulnerability analysis result is given in figure 4.

spectrum of a cavity (time resolution dt < 100 ps).
These measurements give infortriations on the

uniformity of the X emission around the DT target for a MMAW

good compression.
The principle of the DEMIXART diagnostic is to divide

the X spectrum into 15 spectral windows by the use of
different filters and mirrors. The nature of the filter material
and the thickness of the filter determine the selected spectral DRecteur X IAM.12 1.24E41 IJW-12 Qn.07 liff.19 124E.M

window. In some cases, a mirror is added after the filter to An"eur IN 7100 IBOE.03 3UE-M IW�04 123E.�M IDK.10 3S46.07,

complete the selection. Each of the 15 links realizes a time
resolved measurement of the emission energy in its spectral
window. It uses coaxial detector designed to operate at high Fig. 4 Vulnerability analysis result for a DEMIXART channel,

saturation current and then presents a faster response (the where threshold and received values are compared for neutron

time response of a global link is estimated to 120 ps). dose, neutron dose rate and neutron fluence and for each sub-

Finally, a single shot analyzer (fN7100 7 GHz bandwidth) system of the diagnostic link.

assumes the acquisition of each electrical signal.
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The threshold values f te X detector are intentionally between performances of the link and vulnerability of the
set high becaim it is designed to be radiation tolcrut individual parts.

The vulnerabflity analysis shows diat the neutron This first vsion of Diacad is dedicated to LMJ
pertiabation largely exceeds the tolerance durshold of the environment Nevertheless it oulti be interesting to extend
TN7100 analyzer at this position in the target room, its capabilities to other radiative evironments.
essentially for dose rate due to neutrons (more m 2 orders
of magnitude above the eshold). The space-time analysis
shows that this perturbation occurs during the data VI. REFERENCES
processing by the analyzer.

There are two solutions to improve the radiation II] Y. M. CoTc, T. Garid, et aL, "Evolution dune
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V. CONCLUSION

New radiative constraints encountered near the future
LMJ facility will have a strong impact on the performances
and vulnerability of nuclear diagnostic links.

The computer-aided tool DIACAD is devoted to the
analysis of those diagnostic links. A fast evaluation of
various configurations allows to determine a trade-off
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